Devolution and the Scottish Conservatives: Banal Activism, Electioneering and the Politics of Irrelevance
Alexander Smith

“This excellent book will be of significance for students of citizenship, nationhood and how constructed identities sit alongside the political processes of parties and activists.”
(Andrew Scott Crines, University of Leeds, Political Studies Review, 1/09/2013)

This highly readable book is a unique, ethnographic study of devolution and Scottish politics as well as Party political activism more generally. It explores how Conservative Party activists who had opposed devolution and the movement for a Scottish Parliament during the 1990s attempted to mobilise politically following their annihilation at the 1997 General Election. It draws on fieldwork conducted in Dumfries and Galloway - a former stronghold for the Scottish Tories - to describe how senior Conservatives worked from the assumption that they had endured their own ‘crisis’ in representation. The material consequences of this crisis included losses of financial and other resources, legitimacy and local knowledge for the Scottish Conservatives.

An ethnography of English football fans: Cans, cops and carnivals
Geoff Pearson

“This academic study that deserves to become the definitive work on modern English football fan culture”
(Mark Perryman, Philosophy Football, The Substansive, 28/04/2013)

The book is outstanding.”
(Steve Redhead, Charles Sturt University, Entertainment and Sports Law Journal, 1/02/2013)

This book, available in paperback due to popular demand, is an ethnographic account of English football fans, based upon sixteen years’ participant observation. The author identifies a distinct sub-culture of supporter - the ‘carnival fan’ – who dominated the travelling support of the three teams observed – Manchester United, Blackpool and the England national team. This accessible account follows these groups at home and abroad, describing their interpretations, motivations and behaviour and challenging a number of the myths about ‘hooliganism’ and crowd control.

International seafarers and transnationalism in the twenty-first century
Helen Sampson

“This book skilfully documents the structural challenges facing a neglected group of migrant workers”

By promoting their own ideologies and lifestyle choices relative to those of others, British migrants in rural France reinforce their position as members of the British middle-class, but also take authorship of their lives in a way not possible before migration. This is evident in the pursuit of a better way of life that initially motivated migration and continues to characterise post-migration lives. As the book argues, this ongoing quest is both reflective of wider ideologies about living, particularly the desire for authentic living, and subtle processes of social distinction. In these respects The British in rural France provides a unique empirical example of the relationship between the pursuit of authenticity and middle-class identification practices.
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